Abstract: Forest surface area is a fundamental input for forest-related research, such as carbon balance, biodiversity conservation, and ecosystem functioning and services. However, an accurate assessment of the area of forestland in China is not available because the forested area is usually calculated as a 2D projected area rather than a 3D surface area, and the impact of changes in the surface terrain on the area is ignored. In this study, we propose an integrated multiscale method that combines geomorphic regionalization and surface area algorithms to calculate the forest surface area in China. The results show that (1) China's forested area is approximately 4.91% larger than the conventional estimates and corresponds to a carbon storage estimate that is approximately 383.72 million tons higher; (2) the integrated multiscale method exhibits good adaptability and high precision for large-scale surface area calculations; and (3) the calculation results of this method are superior to those of remote sensing data or single surface area algorithms, and the calculation efficiency is high.
Introduction
As an important part of the Earth's biosphere, forests are a key factor in maintaining the global ecological balance by serving as carbon sources and sinks and removing carbon dioxide (CO 2 ) through Biomass Energy with Carbon Capture and Storage (BECCS) [1] [2] [3] . Moreover, forests also provide material resources for human survival and development and ecosystem services for local people. According to the current land use classification of China [4, 5] , forestland refers to land covered with trees, bamboo, shrubs, and coastal mangrove forests. Spatial changes in forestland, such as an increase or decrease in area and the replacement of types, can have great impacts on ecology and human society [6] . Therefore, accurate forestland resource statistics have great realistic and strategic significance [3] .
Forest resource inventories are traditionally conducted via ground surveys at a high level of detail for relatively small areas. The advantage of this method is that the field data are detailed and accurate [7] . However, the long field survey time means that information is slow to be updated and thus may not reflect the rapid changes caused by development. Additionally, the inconsistent timing of field surveys in different regions of China affects the comparability of data. Therefore, researchers have introduced remote sensing data into forestland statistics due to their high spatial-temporal resolution; however, remote sensing techniques yield the projected area (two-dimensional area, 2D area) instead of the real undulating surface area (three-dimensional area, 3D area), which is an important basic indicator of forestland area [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] . Forestland is mainly present in areas with complex topography and large topographic relief in China. Consequently, calculations without height data will cause large bias in subsequent research, such as biomass and carbon sinks [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] . To solve this problem, it is a feasible way to accurately estimate forestland surface area by overlaying remote sensing and digital elevation model (DEM) data and using algorithms to simulate the area of elements along the surface of the earth based on the actual relief amplitude [17] [18] [19] .
Researchers have performed a number of important studies regrading this problem. Some studies have calculated the surface area by combining the slope secant with grid data, which uses each grid of the remote sensing data as a calculation unit, and calculating the secant of the angle of this inclined unit; the surface area of this unit is the product of its secant and its projected area, and the total surface area is the sum of each unit's surface area [12, [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] . Additionally, differential methods based on numerical integration are used to approximate the surface. This approximation is generally achieved by constructing the area microelements, which are generally determined by the four vertex positions and the polygonal relationship of the grid data. In this process, the position relationship between the polygon boundary and the grid is frequently determined. There are many decision loops in the determination algorithm that affect the efficiency of the surface area calculation [25, 26] . Other scholars have used the relationship between the surface area and ellipsoids to study the surface fitting method [27] [28] [29] [30] [31] , which mainly employs triangular fitting, using spatial triangulation to fit the topographic relief [1, [32] [33] [34] [35] . According to the different methods of dealing with discrete points, triangulation algorithms can be classified into three categories: a growth algorithm that is easy to implement but inefficient [36] [37] [38] [39] ; a divide-and-conquer algorithm that has the highest efficiency but frequently calls recursively; and a point-by-point insertion algorithm with a simple process and a small memory requirement [35, [40] [41] [42] [43] [44] [45] [46] [47] . In addition, most of these studies focus on a single method, and no cross comparison of the advantages and disadvantages of these methods or discussion of the scope of their applications is available. Many studies are concentrated on small ranges, which have limited data and low accuracy [12, 19, 24, 25] . Furthermore, surface area calculation often requires massive computation. When the region of interest is expanded, the surface structure becomes more complex; topographic factors, such as the slope and undulation, change more dramatically; and the data volume increases geometrically. For large-scale applications, the calculation accuracy and efficiency of existing studies cannot handle the complex situations presented by high-precision data with large volumes and cannot meet the application needs.
In this study, we attempted to solve these problems based on the above studies. Considering the complex terrain environment, forest fragmentation distribution characteristics, and objective realities of large amounts of data, we overlay DEM data with remote sensing data, use the mean change point and system clustering analysis methods to partition the national-scale region, identify suitable surface area algorithms for every type of geomorphic area, define geomorphic dominance and combine it with a surface area calculation algorithm, and select the appropriate combination for every region. Highly efficient, accurate statistics for forestland areas are obtained, thus providing a theoretical basis for more reasonable carbon emission statistics and climate change research.
Materials and Methods

Data Sources
Three types of data are used in this study: Shuttle Radar Topography Mission (SRTM) data, remote sensing interpretation data (Chinese GlobeLand30), and national basic geographic information.
Shuttle Radar Topography Mission data are available from the United States Geological Survey (USGS) website (https://earthexplorer.usgs.gov/), which is an international research effort that provides land elevation data for over 80% of the globe. The effort was conducted by the US National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) and the US National Geospatial-Intelligence Agency (NGA). The SRTM 1 Arc-Second Global used in this study provides high-precision terrain grid data with voids filled. Its horizontal datum is WGS84, vertical datum is EGM96, and spatial resolution is 1 arc-second (approximately 30 m) [36] .
The Chinese GlobalLand30 datasets are high-resolution maps of the Earth's land cover, including forests and nine other types [37] . The data were extracted from multispectral images with a resolution of 30 m, including the US Earth-observing Landsat satellite sensors, Landsat 5 Thematic Mapper (TM), and Landsat 7 Enhanced Thematic Mapper Plus (ETM+) [38] , China's Environmental Disaster Alleviation Satellite (HJ-1), and a large amount of auxiliary data. GlobalLand30 used a hierarchic method for image classification; the classification scheme of forest is land with greater than 30% vegetation cover, including deciduous and coniferous forests and sparse woodland with 10-30% cover. Its reference ellipsoid is the WGS84 ellipsoid, and the data adopt the UTM projection, the WGS84 coordinate system, and 6-degree zoning. A rule-based workflow and multisource integration were conducted before publication to ensure the quality and consistency of the data. The comprehensive accuracy of the forest data was 89% [38] .
The national basic geographic information data were obtained from the National Geomatics Center of China (NGCC), which is a government agency that fulfills missions to construct, manage, and distribute national fundamental geo-information data and archives, including national borders, provincial boundaries, and major highways.
Research Concepts and Technical Routes
We established an integrated multiscale method of calculating forestland area via the optimum combination of geomorphic regionalization and surface area calculation methods; thus, the forestland area of China was calculated. The technical route is shown in Figure 1 . The Chinese GlobalLand30 datasets are high-resolution maps of the Earth's land cover, including forests and nine other types [37] . The data were extracted from multispectral images with a resolution of 30 m, including the US Earth-observing Landsat satellite sensors, Landsat 5 Thematic Mapper (TM), and Landsat 7 Enhanced Thematic Mapper Plus (ETM+) [38] , China's Environmental Disaster Alleviation Satellite (HJ-1), and a large amount of auxiliary data. GlobalLand30 used a hierarchic method for image classification; the classification scheme of forest is land with greater than 30% vegetation cover, including deciduous and coniferous forests and sparse woodland with 10-30% cover. Its reference ellipsoid is the WGS84 ellipsoid, and the data adopt the UTM projection, the WGS84 coordinate system, and 6-degree zoning. A rule-based workflow and multisource integration were conducted before publication to ensure the quality and consistency of the data. The comprehensive accuracy of the forest data was 89% [38] .
We established an integrated multiscale method of calculating forestland area via the optimum combination of geomorphic regionalization and surface area calculation methods; thus, the forestland area of China was calculated. The technical route is shown in Figure 1 . 
Geomorphic Regionalization
Geomorphic regionalization divides a region into different sub-regions according to the similarities and differences of the geomorphic areas based on the principles of relative consistency and geomorphic integrity. Geomorphic aspects mainly include elevation, relief amplitude, etc. The relief amplitude is an important index for quantitatively describing the geomorphology and for classifying geomorphic types [39, 40] . This parameter represents the height difference between the highest and lowest points in a certain area. Therefore, relief amplitude is the most relevant to this study, and we selected it as the index for division and used the system clustering analysis method, which combined bottom-up clustering and top-down division (Figure 2) , to determine every geomorphic area and the associated boundaries and achieve geomorphic regionalization of large areas. 
Geomorphic regionalization divides a region into different sub-regions according to the similarities and differences of the geomorphic areas based on the principles of relative consistency and geomorphic integrity. Geomorphic aspects mainly include elevation, relief amplitude, etc. The relief amplitude is an important index for quantitatively describing the geomorphology and for classifying geomorphic types [39, 40] . This parameter represents the height difference between the highest and lowest points in a certain area. Therefore, relief amplitude is the most relevant to this study, and we selected it as the index for division and used the system clustering analysis method, which combined bottom-up clustering and top-down division (Figure 2) , to determine every geomorphic area and the associated boundaries and achieve geomorphic regionalization of large areas. 2.3.1. Relief Amplitude Algorithm "Determined area" is the optimal statistical unit of relief amplitude. The study shows that the topographic relief changes with the area in a logarithmic curve [41, 42] , and thus the optimal statistical unit is the curve mutation point at which the curve changes from steep to shallow. For this purpose, we introduce the statistical mean change point analysis method by increasing the window used to calculate the relief to obtain that point. The calculation process is as follows:
With sample sequence H0, perform the following task: 1. Set i = 2... n; for each i, the sample is divided into two sections: X1, X2... Xi-1 and Xi, Xi+1... Xn. Calculate the arithmetic mean and statistic Si for each sample.
2. Compute statistic S for the original sample. 2.3.1. Relief Amplitude Algorithm "Determined area" is the optimal statistical unit of relief amplitude. The study shows that the topographic relief changes with the area in a logarithmic curve [41, 42] , and thus the optimal statistical unit is the curve mutation point at which the curve changes from steep to shallow. For this purpose, we introduce the statistical mean change point analysis method by increasing the window used to calculate the relief to obtain that point. The calculation process is as follows:
With sample sequence H 0 , perform the following task:
1. Set i = 2 ... n; for each i, the sample is divided into two sections:
Calculate the arithmetic mean and statistic Si for each sample.
2.
Compute statistic S for the original sample.
3.
Calculate the expectation.
4.
The greatest difference between S and S i is the change point, which is the optimal statistical unit in this study.
Then, DEM data are traversed in the optimal statistical unit to obtain relief amplitude data.
System Clustering Division Method
Considering that regionalization takes into account the overall topography and the distribution continuity simultaneously, "top-down" division and "bottom-up" clustering are commonly used in research. The former operates from the whole region to the unit, and the latter operates from the unit to the whole region [43] . According to the characteristics of area measurement and the precision evaluation requirement, we use the two methods in coordination as follows: first, the region is divided from top to bottom based on the provincial administrative boundaries; and second, the basic geomorphic units in every region are clustered with the iterative clustering algorithm. To ensure geomorphic integrity, the clustering results are manually adjusted, and the boundaries are checked to ensure that each region is a convex polygon and the boundary is complete without broken line segments.
We quantified the classification standard of geomorphic type according to the digital landform mapping specification. It is divided into seven levels according to the terrain undulation: plain (<30 m), mesa (30~70 m), hills (70~200 m), low relief amplitude mountain (LRAM) (200~500 m), medial amplitude mountain (MAM) (500~1000 m), high amplitude mountain (HAM) (1000~2500 m), and higher amplitude mountain (HerAM) (>2500 m). The code (GeoID) ranges from 1-7. At the same time, the geomorphic dominance (GeoDominance) is defined for subsequent area calculation. The region's GeoDominance of a certain geomorphology is the area proportion of that geomorphology in the region. The area proportion is calculated by the projected area to avoid the impact of relief amplitude, and the formula is as follows: GeoDominance = region s projected area of certain geomorphic region s projected area × 100%,
Surface Area Calculation Algorithm
Slope-Based Calculation Algorithm
This algorithm calculates the surface area by using each grid as a calculation unit and treats it as an inclined surface to calculate the surface area from its slope. The relationship between the surface area and the projection area is as follows:
where S 1 is the surface area, S 2 is the projected area, A is the angle of the slope, and cosA and secA are the cosine and secant of A, respectively. The following formula is used to calculate the secant value of the slope (A) in Equation (6) .
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Using the window differential analysis method to traverse the DEM [24] , the slope (A) of the window center point is calculated as follows:
The two squared values are the slopes in the x-and y-directions, respectively. If the center point has no data, the slope value of this grid should be set as null. Any adjacent point with no data will be assigned the value of the central point.
The projected area obtained from the raster data and the computed secant values are substituted into Equation (6) to obtain the surface area.
Triangular Irregular Network (TIN)-Based Calculation Algorithm
The TIN algorithm uses spatial triangulation to fit the undulating ground surface and achieves a three-dimensional visualization of the surface details. The sum of the triangle area can be approximately regarded as the surface area [44] . Considering the massive amount of data in this study, we improve the point-by-point insertion algorithm by instituting a directional search and locating the insertion points based on topological relationships followed by a check of the elevation of the insertion points. If two triangles have the same elevation value, they are considered to be in the same plain and are merged into one triangle.
After the triangular network is completed, the surface area is the sum of the triangle areas in the network [45] . The area of each triangle is obtained by Heron s formula (Formula (9)).
where variables a, b, c are the three sides of the triangle and calculated by the vertex elevation, and p is half of the triangle's circumference. A triangular network has a strong graphic structure and can fit well in regions with undulating terrain.
Simpson-Based Calculation Algorithm
This method assumes that the surface is composed of several smooth curved surfaces and uses the projection area and integral surface to calculate the surface area ( Figure 3) .
By referring to the calculation method of the polygon ellipsoid area, we modify the original two-dimensional composite Simpson formula (Formula (10)) to three dimensions by two-layer approximation.
(1) The first layer: approximation of the length of the curve: Let f (x) be a secant value representing the angle between the vector in the upward direction of the x-point and the unit vector in the positive direction of the x-axis.
The length of the curve is determined as follows:
From Simpson s formula, the following equation can be deduced: 
Parameter F(x) is determined as follows:
where
h(x i ) is the elevation value at the x i point, and width is the width in the x-direction.
(2) The second layer: approximation of the area:
The result of the previous step is that F(y) is a function representing the length of the curve at the y point.
The surface area can be expressed as follows:
Similar to the length approximation derivation process, the following equation can be deduced:
where height is the width in the y-direction of the grid.
h(xi) is the elevation value at the xi point, and width is the width in the x-direction.
where height is the width in the y-direction of the grid. 
Integrated Multiscale Method for the Surface Area Calculation
First, the above surface area algorithms are implemented in one program using the language Python; second, they are applied to typical regions of all geomorphic types and an error analysis is carried out on the calculated results to obtain the optimal combination of surface area algorithms suitable for each geomorphic type.
After the above preparations, a kit method that divides the study area into geomorphic regions is used to calculate the surface area by calling the corresponding surface area algorithms according to the region's geomorphic types. The results are weighted by the dominance of each geomorphic type. The sum of each region's area is the surface area of the study area.
Data Processing
Appropriate Surface Area Algorithm Selection
The core of this study is the identification of suitable surface area algorithms for different geomorphic types. For this reason, we selected 210 areas from the typical distribution areas of seven geomorphic types as test areas and 30 areas for each geomorphic type, and the projected area of each test area was approximately 1000 km 2 . The surface area calculation of each test area was carried out using the three methods presented in Section 2.4. The suitable surface area algorithms were obtained through comparison. The location of each test area is shown in Figure 4 . First, the above surface area algorithms are implemented in one program using the language Python; second, they are applied to typical regions of all geomorphic types and an error analysis is carried out on the calculated results to obtain the optimal combination of surface area algorithms suitable for each geomorphic type.
Data Processing
Appropriate Surface Area Algorithm Selection
The core of this study is the identification of suitable surface area algorithms for different geomorphic types. For this reason, we selected 210 areas from the typical distribution areas of seven geomorphic types as test areas and 30 areas for each geomorphic type, and the projected area of each test area was approximately 1000 km 2 . The surface area calculation of each test area was carried out using the three methods presented in Section 2.4. The suitable surface area algorithms were obtained through comparison. The location of each test area is shown in Figure 4 . For each test area, a DEM with a resolution of 5 m was generated with contour lines, and the contour interval was 5 m. For the 5 m and 30 m DEMs, all three surface area algorithms were used in the calculations, and the average value of the 5 m DEM was taken as the reference value for the true surface area value. Then, these results were compared with the results from the 30 m DEM, and the absolute and relative errors were calculated. The best surface area algorithm was selected based on the relative error distribution of every geomorphology (Table 1) . MinError means that this algorithm had a minimum relative error among the three algorithms, and MinDifference means that the algorithm had a minimum difference with the algorithm of minimum relative error. For each test area, a DEM with a resolution of 5 m was generated with contour lines, and the contour interval was 5 m. For the 5 m and 30 m DEMs, all three surface area algorithms were used in the calculations, and the average value of the 5 m DEM was taken as the reference value for the true surface area value. Then, these results were compared with the results from the 30 m DEM, and the absolute and relative errors were calculated. The best surface area algorithm was selected based on the relative error distribution of every geomorphology (Table 1) . MinError means that this algorithm had a minimum relative error among the three algorithms, and MinDifference means that the algorithm had a minimum difference with the algorithm of minimum relative error. 
Generally, the algorithm with the smallest relative error (MinError) was selected. However, in some geomorphic areas, the relative error between two algorithms was similar (with a difference <0.5%), and their differences from other algorithms were large; thus, the mean values of these two algorithms were selected to reduce the random error caused by the samples.
The results show that the TIN-based algorithm performs better in areas with large relief and continuous changes, the Simpson-based algorithm is efficient and accurate in mesa areas, and the slope-based algorithm performs better than the first two methods in areas with gentle rolling topography and accurately depicts the topographic details in areas with small relief.
Based on the above conclusions, a suitable surface area algorithm was selected for the seven types of geomorphic areas (Table 2) . 
National Geomorphic Regionalization
By dividing the national area to obtain the distribution of geomorphic types, we can perform area calculations on the basis of the methods presented below, i.e., Section 3.1. For the convenience of subsequent comparative analysis with statistical data, the top-down division of the national DEM was first carried out according to provincial boundaries. The regions of Hong Kong and Macao are too small to include in the division. Then, the regions were traversed sequentially to calculate the average value of relief amplitude by increasing the rectangular window. The logarithm of the results was taken to establish the sample sequence X (X = {X i , i = 1, 2, 3 ... 29}). The values of the statistics S and S i of sample series X and the differences between them were calculated. The corresponding window at the maximum difference value was the optimal statistical unit to extract the terrain undulation. The DEM data of each province (excluding Hong Kong, Macao, and the sea area) were traversed at this unit to obtain the relief amplitude data. Using the above classification index to classify the relief degree, Iterative Self-Organizing (ISO) unsupervised clustering was conducted to obtain the national geomorphic distribution.
Based on the China Geomorphic Regionalization System [43] , the clustering results were adjusted manually. The main principles are that the dominance degree of the main geomorphic types in the region should be greater than 50% and the area should not be less than 9000 km 2 . Finally, 119 geomorphic sub-regions are obtained, and they are overlain on the national DEM and clipped to obtain the national geomorphic regions (excluding Hong Kong, Macao, and sea areas).
For the geomorphic attribution of each region (DivID), GeoDominance was taken as a criterion for judging, and the DivID was the geomorphic type with the highest value. The regionalization distribution is shown in Figure 5 . The geomorphic type (GeoID) and GeoDominance information in the area were stored in the region's attribute table for subsequent calculations. Finally, 119 geomorphic sub-regions are obtained, and they are overlain on the national DEM and clipped to obtain the national geomorphic regions (excluding Hong Kong, Macao, and sea areas). For the geomorphic attribution of each region (DivID), GeoDominance was taken as a criterion for judging, and the DivID was the geomorphic type with the highest value. The regionalization distribution is shown in Figure 5 . The geomorphic type (GeoID) and GeoDominance information in the area were stored in the region's attribute table for subsequent calculations. Figure 5 . National geomorphic regionalization map.
National Forestland DEM Acquisition
The data on forestland cover were extracted from GlobeLand30-2010 data [38] . The DEM data for China were clipped based on the forestland data to obtain the forestland DEM data for the whole country ( Figure 6 ). 
Forestland Surface Area Calculation
The arcpy package is imported into the aforementioned Python program to process the DEM data. Based on Table 3 , GeoID is used to call the area algorithm and to embed it in the Python program.
Since DivID ignores geomorphic areas with small proportions, such as MAM/HAM/HerAM, and because the area algorithms differ among different geomorphic types, we use multiple GeoIDs 
Since DivID ignores geomorphic areas with small proportions, such as MAM/HAM/HerAM, and because the area algorithms differ among different geomorphic types, we use multiple GeoIDs for each region to call the corresponding area surface algorithms and sum the calculation results weighted by the GeoDominance to reduce the error. The result of the summation is the national forestland surface area.
Results and Discussion
Accuracy Evaluation of the Surface Area Integrated Multiscale Method
A certain area in Western China was selected as the verification area; its elevation range is 1,354~5,931 m with a standard deviation of 792.14 m (Figure 7) . The 5-m DEM was generated with 1:50,000 contour lines of this area, and the surface area calculation results were used as the reference value to evaluate the accuracy of the surface area calculation based on the SRTM DEM. The absolute and relative errors were 24.4 km 2 and 0.46%, respectively (Table 3) . Therefore, the calculation method used for the surface area calculation in this paper has high accuracy. 
Comparative Analysis with the Existing Literature
To verify that the surface area integrated multiscale method is superior to the traditional algorithm in terms of the area calculation accuracy, this paper referred to the example areas of Wang Xiuyun [24] , Yuan Weiping [46] , and Zeng Zhen [18] (Figure 8 ) and used the original method and the integrated multiscale method to calculate the surface areas of these regions. The original method used in the study of Xiuyun and Zeng Zhen was a slope-based algorithm based on the projected area and average secant of the slope of the whole region; Yuan Weiping used a Simpson-based method that cuts the grid data into strips in the x-and y-directions. The accuracy was evaluated with the method presented in Section 4.1. The area increment is the difference between the surface area and the projected area. The calculation results are shown in Table 4 . 
To verify that the surface area integrated multiscale method is superior to the traditional algorithm in terms of the area calculation accuracy, this paper referred to the example areas of Wang Xiuyun [24] , Yuan Weiping [46] , and Zeng Zhen [18] (Figure 8 ) and used the original method and the integrated multiscale method to calculate the surface areas of these regions. The original method used in the study of Xiuyun and Zeng Zhen was a slope-based algorithm based on the projected area and average secant of the slope of the whole region; Yuan Weiping used a Simpson-based method that cuts the grid data into strips in the x-and y-directions. The accuracy was evaluated with the method presented in Section 4.1. The area increment is the difference between the surface area and the projected area. The calculation results are shown in Table 4 .
Wang Xiuyun [24] , Yuan Weiping [46] , and Zeng Zhen [18] (Figure 8 ) and used the original method and the integrated multiscale method to calculate the surface areas of these regions. The original method used in the study of Xiuyun and Zeng Zhen was a slope-based algorithm based on the projected area and average secant of the slope of the whole region; Yuan Weiping used a Simpson-based method that cuts the grid data into strips in the x-and y-directions. The accuracy was evaluated with the method presented in Section 4.1. The area increment is the difference between the surface area and the projected area. The calculation results are shown in Table 4 . Figure 8 . DEMs of Nanjing, Dongying, and Changdu. The comparison in Table 4 shows that the integrated multiscale method for surface area has the lowest relative error and relatively high area increment in all three areas.
The integrated multiscale method reduces the error in many aspects to improve the calculation accuracy, such as the classification of the geomorphology to carry out targeted calculations for better simulations of surface relief and selection of appropriate algorithms for each geomorphology. The mean was used to reduce the error caused by the differences between the algorithms, and GeoDominance was defined to better adapt to the complex topography.
In terms of the area algorithm, the integrated multiscale method improves on previous research by performing a comprehensive comparison of seven geomorphic types with three algorithms, clarifies the characteristics and application scopes of the algorithms, defines GeoDominance, and uses it to combine the system clustering division method and three surface area calculation algorithms. As the relief amplitude changes, the appropriate surface area algorithm changes from slope-based to Simpson-based, and finally to TIN. The key of the TIN algorithm is the selection of the starting triangle and the improvement of the search path length. The Simpson-based method simplifies many judgments and loops in the previous process of building the area element via a two-layer approximation and improves the calculation efficiency while ensuring accuracy. GeoDominance can identify geomorphologies with small proportions in the area calculation, and for areas with mixed geomorphologies, it also ensures that the appropriate algorithms for every geomorphology are reflected in the calculation results.
Therefore, the integrated multiscale method provides higher precision than the single surface area calculation method under the same positioning coordinate precision.
Analysis of the Calculation Results for Forestland Surface Area in China
Calculation Results of Forestland Surface Area in China
The sum of the area of all the provinces (i.e., the national forestland surface area) is 2,280,202.76 km 2 . Table 5 shows the forestland surface area for each province. To perform a more comprehensive analysis of the national forestland surface area calculated by the integrated multiscale method and evaluate the underestimation of forestland area by traditional planar measurements and projected area substitution methods in the statistical process, the surface area was compared between the projected and statistical areas. The statistical data of each province's forestland were obtained from the website of the Chinese National Bureau of Statistics and generally calculated by ground surveys, which means that the area data are 2D data.
Comparison with the Projected Area
For the calculation of the projected area, the number of grids in each region was first counted, and the projected area is the product of the grid number and the grid area. The sum of the projected areas of the regions is the projected area of national forestland, which is 2,160,470.47 km 2 . The difference between the surface area and the projected area, as well as the area increment based on the projected area, were calculated (Figure 9 ), and the results can be treated as the area increment obtained by the surface area algorithm (Figure 10 ). The area increment ratio is the area increment percentage of the projected area, which suggests that the national forestland area has increased by 5.54% based on the projected area. Figure 6 shows the relationship between the average relief amplitude and the increment ratio of the projected area of each province. The provinces in the two charts are sorted by their average relief amplitudes.
the projected area, were calculated (Figure 9) , and the results can be treated as the area increment obtained by the surface area algorithm (Figure 10 ). The area increment ratio is the area increment percentage of the projected area, which suggests that the national forestland area has increased by 5.54% based on the projected area. Figure 6 shows the relationship between the average relief amplitude and the increment ratio of the projected area of each province. The provinces in the two charts are sorted by their average relief amplitudes. Figure 9 shows that the 3D surface area of forests in each province is greater than the 2D projected area of forestland. The increment ratio of the projected area in Figure 10 is the area increment proportion of the projected area. Figure 10 shows that the area increment has a certain correlation with the average relief amplitude, although the change trend is not completely consistent with the average amplitude and is divided into the following four cases: 1) provinces with large average relief amplitude and concentrated geomorphic distribution of forestland, such as Xizang, Taiwan, and Sichuan, exhibit high area increment ratios consistent with large relief amplitude; 2) the average relief amplitude is large, but the geomorphic distribution of forestland is mixed, such as in Guangdong, Fujian, and Guizhou, and the area increment is not high relative to the larger undulations; 3) the average relief amplitude is small, but the geomorphic distribution of forestland is concentrated, such as in Xinjiang, whose unique geomorphology (i.e., two basins sandwiched among three mountains) results in a high area increment ratio; and 4) in provinces with a small average relief amplitude and decentralized distribution of forestland, such as Ningxia and Hainan, the topographic relief has less influence on the surface area calculation.
Comparison with Statistical Data
The remote sensing images used in this study were from 2010, and the forestland area of each province in 2010 was determined and compared with the surface area (Figures 11 and 12) . Figure 9 shows that the 3D surface area of forests in each province is greater than the 2D projected area of forestland. The increment ratio of the projected area in Figure 10 is the area increment proportion of the projected area. Figure 10 shows that the area increment has a certain correlation with the average relief amplitude, although the change trend is not completely consistent with the average amplitude and is divided into the following four cases: (1) provinces with large average relief amplitude and concentrated geomorphic distribution of forestland, such as Xizang, Taiwan, and Sichuan, exhibit high area increment ratios consistent with large relief amplitude; (2) the average relief amplitude is large, but the geomorphic distribution of forestland is mixed, such as in Guangdong, Fujian, and Guizhou, and the area increment is not high relative to the larger undulations; (3) the average relief amplitude is small, but the geomorphic distribution of forestland is concentrated, such as in Xinjiang, whose unique geomorphology (i.e., two basins sandwiched among three mountains) results in a high area increment ratio; and (4) in provinces with a small average relief amplitude and decentralized distribution of forestland, such as Ningxia and Hainan, the topographic relief has less influence on the surface area calculation.
The remote sensing images used in this study were from 2010, and the forestland area of each province in 2010 was determined and compared with the surface area (Figures 11 and 12) . Compared with the statistical data, the percentage increase in forestland area measured in this paper reached 4.91%, representing a previous underestimation of 106,763.76 km 2 . Based on the difference and increment ratios of the statistical area and the projected area (12, 968 .53 km 2 and 0.60%, respectively), most of the distribution of forestland used in the calculation of the projected area and the statistical area overlap, and the above number of 106,763.76 km 2 can be considered the underestimated area of forestland instead of a calculation error. Provinces in the above charts are sorted by the average relief amplitude. As shown in the analysis in Figures 11 and 12 , the change in the statistical area is generally similar to that of the projected area. Some provinces, however, have changed, and we speculate there may be two reasons for the differences: 1) most forests in provinces, such as Henan, are distributed in the plains and low relief amplitudes are correlated with small area increment; 2) urban provinces, such as Shanghai and Jiangsu, along with mainly desert provinces, such as Neimenggu, Ningxia, and Gansu, have small areas of trees that are accounted for in the statistical data but may be underrepresented in the classification of the interpretation of the remote sensing data.
To perform the calculations on a large scale, this paper comprehensively considers various geomorphic types that may exist in large areas, such as plains, hills, and mountains, and performs a targeted simplification of the traditional complex and diverse classification methods for the single purpose of area calculation, while considering the classification accuracy and efficiency. This simplification not only is a good fit for surface features of different geomorphic types but also Provinces in the above charts are sorted by the average relief amplitude. As shown in the analysis in Figures 11 and 12 , the change in the statistical area is generally similar to that of the projected area. Some provinces, however, have changed, and we speculate there may be two reasons for the differences: 1) most forests in provinces, such as Henan, are distributed in the plains and low relief amplitudes are correlated with small area increment; 2) urban provinces, such as Shanghai and Jiangsu, along with mainly desert provinces, such as Neimenggu, Ningxia, and Gansu, have small areas of trees that are accounted for in the statistical data but may be underrepresented in the classification of the interpretation of the remote sensing data.
To perform the calculations on a large scale, this paper comprehensively considers various geomorphic types that may exist in large areas, such as plains, hills, and mountains, and performs a targeted simplification of the traditional complex and diverse classification methods for the single purpose of area calculation, while considering the classification accuracy and efficiency. This simplification not only is a good fit for surface features of different geomorphic types but also reduces program crashes due to massive data calculations. These advantages indicate the Provinces in the above charts are sorted by the average relief amplitude. As shown in the analysis in Figures 11 and 12 , the change in the statistical area is generally similar to that of the projected area. Some provinces, however, have changed, and we speculate there may be two reasons for the differences: (1) most forests in provinces, such as Henan, are distributed in the plains and low relief amplitudes are correlated with small area increment; (2) urban provinces, such as Shanghai and Jiangsu, along with mainly desert provinces, such as Neimenggu, Ningxia, and Gansu, have small areas of trees that are accounted for in the statistical data but may be underrepresented in the classification of the interpretation of the remote sensing data.
To perform the calculations on a large scale, this paper comprehensively considers various geomorphic types that may exist in large areas, such as plains, hills, and mountains, and performs a targeted simplification of the traditional complex and diverse classification methods for the single purpose of area calculation, while considering the classification accuracy and efficiency. This simplification not only is a good fit for surface features of different geomorphic types but also reduces program crashes due to massive data calculations. These advantages indicate the substantial value and broad prospect of this new approach to feature area computation.
Carbon Storage Calculation
According to the 2010 forest survey, the total forest carbon storage in China was 7,811,460,800 tons [47] based on the statistical area. Based on a coarse approximation by surface area and the increment ratio of statistical area (4.91%), the total carbon storage of the forestland is 8,195,175,690 tons. The relationship between carbon storage and area of forestland is not linear and could be impacted by many factors; thus, although this approximation may need refinement, our results illustrate the relatively large influence and importance of the forestland surface area increment on carbon storage estimation.
Conclusions
The results show that the surface area (3D area) of national forestland is 2,280,202.76 km 2 and that the area has increased by 5.54% compared to the projected area (2D area). The specific comparisons of each region are shown in Section 4.3. This method not only reduces the required manpower but also improves the calculation accuracy and provides technical support for accurate forestland resource statistics.
In combination with the advantages of the previous algorithms and the introduction of GeoDominance, the integrated multiscale method can change the shape and calculation method of computational elements flexibly while ensuring the completion of the geomorphic analysis. Additionally, this method resolves the complex situation associated with high precision and large amounts of data, yields small errors, and has a high efficiency. In future studies, hyperparameter optimization and high-performance computing will help accelerate the surface area algorithms selection process [48] . This method enables more accurate forestland area statistics to be obtained and provides a database for accurate assessment of various ecological resources, such as carbon storage. The integrated multiscale method is important for the exploration and evaluation of an ecosystem's carbon sequestration ability and potential, expansion of the environmental capacity and ecological space, narrowing of the regional ecological quality gradients, and improvement of the ecological carrying capacity.
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